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(10 Tips By jeet Bhatia)

1, Research and Development (R&D)

A teacher is a knowledge-generator. This is necessary because continuous

technology has changed and developed as well as the competitors and preference of
customers. We also have to update ourselves with the industry and learn new
technique than after we can teach our student. We have to be improving and also
make our teaching easy and interesting .we have to focus on practical work as well
as on theory.  We must have lot of example for each topic. And we always focus on
basic that’s why we should know the history of topic.

2, Make your own way



Every teacher has his own way of teaching and of course everyone focus on different

things. You can put some interesting stuff in your style….

(I)Student Creativity Test…..

Everybody is born with his creative mind, and ideas and

ideas circulate every time in our mind. And everyone knows Idea is general example of
creativity. If u can think you are creative that’s ok but creativity is based on knowledge .we
have to introduce student to his creativity.

(ii) Introduce student to industry

Some time students join courses, but t they don’t know about the industry. They learn but

they don’t know where they can use their talent and why they are learning. and then we are
supposed to guide them.

(iii) Introduce student to one another –



We should introduce student to one another ,because they will  tell us their

interest, hobbies and why they want to join this course , and what is his aim , we should

give them chance to show their talent.

(IV) Make a team of students.

we should make a team of our batch student, they will make a name of their batch and

design their logo and cartoon on T-shirt, and wearing it, (it will be a project) of team and will
learn also how to work together.

(v) Implement on your self .

A teacher must implement an idea on him and make small

platform and must join the students in their activities, and motivate them. He can also make
the competition among the students and give them prize.

3, Production Pipe Line

. we should introduce to student toward the production, how

production houses work, what is the processor of working. We have to tell them about



several department of production house, and how they make their project. We should teach
them through as a production pipe line.

4, prepare your demo.

- We must prepare our demo before class. And put the

related topic material in folder. And update it time by time.

5, prepare students for interview after 20 class.

After completion of 20 classes we should make students

prepare for interview, and help them to build their confidence to show their talent.

6, seminar once a week .

- Every teacher must prepare a topic for seminar. In seminar he can

give some tips to student of working, and can talk about animated movies and technologies
which used in movies.



7, seminar by student .

– After completion their demo reel, every student must give

a seminar on his demo reel .he can discus on techniques, problems and processor, this
exercise will built their confidence to face the audience . He must be feed backed about his
work so that he comes to know about his work.

8, present your demo reel after 6 month.

After Every six month every teacher show their demo

reel, which topic he is going to spaclize , he must share his  knowledge with staff and
students , and put it on syllabus also.

9, Out of box .

A teacher must participate in other activities like play, story

writing, nukkad naatak , acting etc. it gives us ideas and  we have to put in teaching . a
teacher must be a open minded person. And have well sans of hummer.



10, spend some time  with student outside of institute .

- Every teacher  should spend some time with students

outside of premises , like they can go for painting exhibition , theater play , photography etc.
this exercise will help student  to make familiar with teachers . And also they can discus on

several topics related to its previous one and share their opinions.

All the best


